
BUILDING SECURITY WORLDWIDE

VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

See the difference



Implementation of a VMS can be a daunting task with today’s ever changing video climate.  
RBHView has been specially designed with the latest technologies to take advantage of any new 
industry developments, today and for years to come. This new dimension in thinking creates a 
VMS experience with a simplicity that anyone can understand, yet full functionality for any size 
deployment making it the perfect VMS Enterprise solution.

RBHView is scalable like no other. RBHView grows wherever your network is, local sites…. National…. 
or Worldwide, recording servers can be placed anywhere. Just install RBHView software on a PC of your choosing, no proprietary 
servers needed! Whether you have an existing IP Camera system or not, RBHView has built-in drivers for most IP devices and cameras 
(including ONVIF compliant) allowing upgrading of existing IP systems easily and conveniently to leverage existing costs onto the 
RBHView platform.

RBHView playback and exporting is a simple and easy task for when investigations demand immediate action, but with RBHView’s 
advanced analytics (motion detection, object detection, directional analytics and more) event resolution is brought to a new level! 

The benefits of RBH View do not stop here. RBHView is fully integrated to all RBH Access control products combining all three phases 
of security into one seamlessly unified security solution. Yes, access control, video management and alarm monitoring all working 
together providing a security solution that sees and controls your facility at your command! 

Learn more by visiting 

RBH-Access.com
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:: Supports most IP cameras
:: Full scalability
:: Advanced video analytics
:: Multiple languages
:: Simplified view management
:: Multi-server/ fail-over/redundant



Learn more by visiting 

RBH-Access.com

See the difference
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS Video bookmarking a

Multi-server architecture a Interactive maps a

Servers per system Unlimited PTZ control and presets a

Clients per system Unlimited Event notifications a

Intelligent video stream management of high definition images a Digital PTZ control and presets a

Windows ® server compatibility a Motion and alarm indication a

Windows ® clients a Fish-eye lens video dewarping a

Mobile App (Andriod ®) for viewing of live/recorded video a Simplified view management a

Browser-based viewing of live video a RECORDING, SEARCH AND PLAYBACK
Automatic failover a Hourly configurable per-camera recording schedule a

Redundant recording a
Flexible recording - continuous , motion only, low-fps always 
+ high-fps on motion a

SERVER Server side motion detection pre/post recording a

Server discovery a Per-camera min/max retention Interactive timeline a

Flexible storage a Multi-camera playback Jog search a

3rd party IP cameras & encoders a Multi-camera export. Export to .WMV or native format a

Fish-eye/panoramic lens support (live and recorded) a Video storage analytics a

Cameras per server (dependent on server, camera and network) Up to 128 ADDITIONAL FEATURES

RTSP, HTTP support a
Video Analytics (intrusion detection, scene change, object 
stopped, wrong direction) a

Audio device input a E-mail event notification a

H.264, H.265, MPEG4, MJPEG support a PTZ Keyboard and joystick a

Simplified user management a Alarm management a

Audit trail a Multi-language support a

LDAP/Active directory support a Rules engine a

Dual-stream / multi-stream cameras a Video wall a

CLIENT
Seamless transition from live to recorded video a

Server health notifications a

Multi-monitor support a

Customizable layouts a

Compatible with...
Enterprise Security Management System

Enterprise Security Management System


